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NEW MEXICO LOBO

·;

Thursday, October 31, 1968

Fights Break Out

Wallace Speaks

Dr.Spock

Dr. Benjamin Spock, a convicted draft counselor, will speak in
Johnson Gym tonight at 8:00 p.m.
Students will be admitted free.

Wall ace Campaign Pledges
(Continued from page 1)
be detected in many of his statements. "We are becoming a government-fearing people, not a
God-fearing people."
Against Governement
Destruction
"We are not against the federal system of government. We
are against its destruction by
liberals who would erect from its
destruction, a totalitarian government of central power."
"When I get to be President, I'm
going to call in a bunch of bureaucrats and take away their briefcases and throw 'em in the Potomac :River."
George W a 11 a c e's campaign
focuses on pledges he made in
one of his campaign newspapers.
The Wallace Record, a nationwide publication of the Wallacefor-President campaign, listed the
13 promises:

Want Ads

I'

I

(

FORREN'r
APT. FOR REN'r-$75 plus utilities. Good
condition. Living rm, Kitchen, 1 bedrtn
and bath. 242-9068, 243-6107, 293-0113
or see at 131 Harvaed SE Apt. a, mornlugs.
FOR SALE
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best offer over
$375. Needs nlinor bocll' work. Ed Redrug Enco Station acr<>s:l from Bataan
Ho3pltat.
1966 SUZUXl TRAIL. $225. Call 250.19~7
after 6 p.m.
500ec: INDIAN Slnglo 1958. 500!!<! AJS
Single 1956. Best offer-115 D Hn.rvnrd
SE heiore 4 p.m.
LIKE NEW Coneord 700 Stereo 'tape Recorder. Be:tutiiul. wood Mbinet & speakers. $150. Call 277-2377.
35 MM SLR. Mami:va.Secor's Tower 37
with 5& mm normal & 85 mm wtde angle
lens. JUst cheeked by fJ:>p L.A. specialillt.
$!00. Stephan Part, 1612 Gold SE, Apt.
2, or message nt Art Dept.
FADED llLUE '55 Che'/Y, 4-door. V•B,
Radio, H ...ter. Asking $2GO, Come by
1.obo offi<<!, don't call• .Ask lor BUrtan.
1967 GREEN TRIUMPH Spitfire. $1341>.
Engine in e>:<ellent shape; 24 m.p.g. in
fJ:>wn, Call 2~9-9161.
WHY PAY REN'r when for on& $35<1,
down & low month& paymenta yoll can
have the pride ot home ownership, build
an <!Qnity, and have tax reliei. See this
charming 2 bd rm, VI/formal dining
roon1 & large Uvlng room w/fireplace, 2
patios.- part baaenlent, garage, central
forcea air, hardwood floorn. Close fJ:> Nob
lUlL Call Sam Cooper 265-85.71: <&enlngo
842-8280. Calrd Norris Realty.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Portable tape recordet and
tapes, for cla.s lectures. Cheap {$) bat
•turdy. Call 26S-2139 evenings or come
by LOBO offiCE!. J. MiJOglav.
RUSH AVI.ATlON' CENTER. InstrttmcntSebool
Commercial-Prfvate .. Ground
clnobes. Call 256·3756 or 298-1978,
"HARB~, NOON AND NlGR'I' Is a. ahock·
Jng play, even for me, and I'm . not
easl& shocked. But I've felt a B"J,"owlmt
sense of oommlttncut tO' its trntb,
strength originality and era!tsmonship
and I look fot"WIIrd to understanding
what lm aJ !about b:v opening nlght."Crawlord MaoCalltnn, Old 'town Studio.
Bo>e: Office 242-4602. l'erfonnan~ No•
vember 1•3, 7•10 at 8:00.

l'ERSONALS
STUTTillRING~MORE & enio:vlng It less1
Contact the Unlvetalt:Y Speech 1111d
Rearing Center. 277-2948.
ELIZABl!lTR CHAl'MA:N'S has Immodest
clothes at mOde~~t prl!!e!.

• To use his position to assist
in restoring law and order and to
give his moral support to the policemen and firemen of this nation.
• To work toward bringing the
American servicemen home following an honorable end to the
war in Viet Nam.
• To evaluate all foreign aid
to nations not !!Upporting the
United States.
o To return schools, hospitals
and other domestic institutions to
local control.

• To ask Congress to repeal
the "Open Housing'' law.
• To remove shackles from
free enterprise system to help
alleviate poverty by providing
more and better jobs.
• To provide strong agricultural and industrial programs.
• Use common sense approaches to solve problems of the large
cities.
• To fire every Communist
working in every defense plant in
the United States.
• To seek an indictment against every person in this country calling for a victory by the
VietCong.
• To re-examine tax exempt
status of multi-billion dollar :£oufidations and use money to give the
average wage earner additional
income tax exemptions.
• 'ra eventually appoint members .of the U.S. Supreme Court
who are differently orientated
from those now serving.
• To eliminate wasteful federal spending.

BUTTERFIELD

DETROIT (UPI)~Taking his
campaign alternately to small
and major citil!s to demonstrate
the diversity of his support,
George Wall11ce addressed a
crowd of 10,000 here Tuesday
night at a noisy, brawling rally.
Fights broke out twice between
pro- and anti-Wallace forces in
Coho Hall, and some 100 police
charged into a grouv of anti-Wallace demonstrators outside the
building to disperse them after
the rally.
Though most of the audience
was solidly behind Wallace, giving him an eight-minute ovation
when he came on stage at Cobo
Hall, there were 500 hecklers who
cried out "sieg heil" and gave
Nazi salutes.
Fight During National Anthem
A fight broke out during the
playing of the national anthem
before Wallace appeared and police took several persons into custody.
Later, toward the end of the
speech, another clash erupted in
the same area of the building and
the two factions picked up heavy
metal folding chairs and heaved
them at each other.
"Let the police handle it . . .
Let the police handle it . . . Let
the police handle jt," entreated
Wallace as the police moved in to
break up the disturbance which
appeared to directly involve only
about a dozen on each side. It
quickly subsided.

Detroit

1n

Trouble broke out again after
the rally when the demonstrators
and Wallace supporters left the
hall.
Police moved the group of some
200 demonstrators back acroas
the street, pushing them with
their clubs. However, the clubs
were swung moments later when
there was a shattedng of glass as
something was thrown toward the
police.
Witnesses said it appeared po-

lice at first swung at the bodies,
rathe1· than the heads of the demonstrators. They were quickly dispersed.

Top Ten In
Albuquerque Today

855-4551
This

W cek
Song 'l'itle
1. THOSE WERE THE DAYS
~.
OVER YOU
3. MY SPECIAL ANGEL
4. HOLD ME TIGHT
5. ELENORE
G. FIRE
7. GlRL WATCHER
8. CHEWY, CHEWY
9. HI HEEL sNEAKERS
10. LOVE CHILD

Artist
M, l'l:opkin
Union Cnp
Vogues

Johnny Nash
Turtles
Art llrown
O'Kaysiom;
Ohio Express
J. Pelic:iano

Suprcmes

Lll!lt
Wr:ek

Record Co.
Apple
Columbia

'

Rept"jse

( 3)

( 8)

JAD
W. Whale
Atlantic
ABC
Buddnh
RCA
Motown

( 5)
( ) )

( 6)

,,

(16)

121)
(26)

PICK HIT:
MAIN STREET-GARY LEWIS-(LIBERTY)

•":

General LeMay

'Misrepresented'
By News Media
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPI) Curtis LeMay .said Wednesday
national news media trying to
transform him into a "monster"
because of his association with
George Wallace had misrepresented his views on nuclear weapons. He said he saw "no use" to
employ them in Viet Nam.
''It is foolish even to think
about it/' the American Independent Party vice presidential candidate told a news conference,
LeMay, who flew here from
Kansas City, Mo., to address a
fund-raising dinner, also told
newsmen he and Wallace had no
disagreement about racial matters. He said integration had
worked well in the Air Force and
ought to be tried along similar
lines in civilian life.
He recalled that when the military abolished :racial segregation,
no formal orders had to be issued
from Washington. It was just a
matter of all groups working together, he said.
Asked if he :really believed the
Wallace party could win, he said,
''I've only been in politics two
weeks and I don't think that
qualifies me for an answer.''
"All I know is all the people
around Wallace are very enthusiastic and think he can pull it off."

YOUR PERSONAL

SERVICE JEWELER

1.obo photo by Ulch SteJokal,

Spock Speaks

f!JJ«M'UJ6
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presents the essentials of entire courses in
capsule form.
Perfect for learning and reviewing .•• truly the

"Student's Ptivate Tutot."

Get An Outline lot Each One of Your Subjects.
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7-piece

Cookware Set
Teflon-lined

9.97

BELLAs
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DEPARTMENt STORE
OPPOSITE PO~EJOY HALL
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Dr. Benjamin Spack, spealdng last night, said he
is not against all war, but objects to his country becoming the aggressor.

Dr. Spock Speaks in Gym,
Calls War 'Illegal, lmmorai'

COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES
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No Ceasefire in South;
~stability Still To Come~

;

( 2)
( 4)

NATIONAL SOUND SUltVEY-DAILY 315 P.M.

\
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Friday, November 1, 1968

Saigon NLF To Join Paris Talks

1580

_,

~312

VoL 72

t

WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Johnson Thursday night ordered a.
total halt to the bombing of North VietNam and said the Saigon government and the National LibeJ:ation Front would be brought into broadened
and "intensive" peace talks in Paris Wednesday.
'
The President said in a nationwide television address that he had reason
to expect that Nol'th Viet Nam would begin "prompt, productive, serious
and intensive negotiations in an atmosphere that is conducive to progress"
when the broadened talks start.
But American officials announced while Johnson was speaking that North
Viet Nam undeJ:stands the prompt and useful talks were not initiated in
Paris.
No Ceasefire in South
The officials said that no ceasefire in South Viet Nam had been agreed
upon. They said the war would continue in the South.
The President underscored this.
"The new phase of negotiations which opens on Nov. 6 does not--repeat
does not-does not mean that a stable peace has yet come to Southeast
Asia," the President said in the prepared text of his television speech, which
was taped in advance.
"There may well be very hard fighting ahead," Johnson cautioned,
Johnson said the bombing halt would be instituted as of 8 a.m. EST
Friday.
Decision Based on Talks
"I have reached this decision on the basis of developments in the Paris
talks/' the chief executive announced.
"And I have reached it in the belief that this action can 'lead to progress
toward a peaceful settlement of the Vietnamese war."
The President said the decision very closely conformed to statements he
had made in the past concerning a bombing halt.
Stressing that peace could still be far off, the President said "that arrangements of this ldnd are never foolproof."
But he said that in light of carefully considered and unanimous advice
from military and diplomatic leaders, "I have finally decided to take this
Johnson Discusses Plan
Before going on the ah·, Johnson :met with the National Security Council
and other top diplomatic and military leaders, including members of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff fo1· 15 minutes in the White House.

By JOY HART
From the time of his arrival at the
Staff Writer
Sunport where 25 people crowded into
Dr. Benjamin Spocl{, expert on the small room for his press conferbabies and the American draft sys- ence, Dr. Spock was greeted with entem, received a standing ovation last thusiasm by the people of Albuquernight after a speech in Johnson Gym que.
in which he referred to the Viet Nam Applause was generous during his
hour long speech in Johnson Gym.
war as "illegal and immoral!'
Spock said he was not against all Afterwards, students and non-stuwar and had fought B:itleJ: during
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on page 8)
World Wa1· II. "What I do object to is
my country becoming the aggressor
and then claiming that it is in Viet
Nam to prevent Communist aggres~
sion/' he said.
Spack and three others are current~
ly appealing a Boston court decision
that convicted them on a charge of
By WAYNE ClDDlO
The three students, Manuel Wright,
"lt should be abundantly clear that
counseling; aiding, and abetting men
M
• Ed't
1
in avoiding the draft. Spock said last
.
. .anagmg
dor
. Allen Cooper, and Larry Russell, were the administration regards the disnight that he still feels he did nothing H Vrcled-PLresldent fort Stu ent. Affairs among the more than 100 demonstra- ruption of the NROTC class on Oct. 22
.1.1 1
aro
avender yes erday remstated t
h
th d t z·
I ega ·
th
.
UNM
t
d
ts
h
.
.
.
u
ora
w
o
.ga
ere a
Immerman as a serious and flagrant violation of
•
.
. . .
ree r
s u en w o were s s- .
Spoclt hs~ed three reas~ns_ why he pended last Wendesday for their part Field last Tuesday afternoon to par- principles enunciated by both the Re;'
feels ~he V1et Nam w~r IS unmoraL in a demonstration against the Naval ticipate in an NROTC "Watch-In," gents and the faculty which are deH~ beheves .that the Umted States has Reserve Officer T r a in in g Corps with the University's approval.
signed to safeguard the educational
ftnled to abide by the Geneva Accords. (NROTC),
During the demonsJ:tation, Wright process.
Second, he believes that President
In a statement released yesterday was taken into custody briefly by
"The concern for due process is
I(ennedy should have called in the afternoon, Lavender said:
campus police. Wednesday evening, fully shared by the administration,
United Nations in 1960 instead of
"In order that there may be no Wright, Cooper, and Russel were sus- but it is coupled with the concern
sending 20,000 military advisors into question of the infringement of the pended for the remainder of the aca- stated at the ont•set for the protecthe eountry.
right of the three students to due demic year in a joint action by Laven- tion of the academic process and of
FinaUy, Spock said that in 1965 process in the fullest sense, .... I am der, Academic Vice-President Chester any authorized university activity.
when President Johnson can•ied the today lifting their suspensions and Travelstead, and Administrative Vice- Concern for the rights of one indivibombing to the North and escalated shaU prefer charges before the Stu- President Sherman E. Smith.
dual catmot be anowed to obscure conthe wat, he: violated the constitution. dent Standards Con\ntittee with the
In clarifying the administration po- cern for the rights of another or of
"Only Congress can declare war," he recommendation that tltey be sus- sition on the NROTC demonstration, the whole university community," the
said.
pended from the university."
Lavender's statement read:
statement said.

Lavender Revokes Suspensions
Of Three Student Demonstrators
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Special Election Issue ---Humphrey

Letters

•..

Humphrey Rated Underdog in. Final Week
Advocates Dove-Like Stand On VietNam
faith was viewed as somewhat unthe surtax if the fighting in Viet
By SHANNON ROBINSON
As the heir to a democratic adrealistic. However, Humphrey said
Nam came to a. lull. However he
Vice President Hubert Humphministration with ebbing popularhe thought he could take this "risk
feels a portioll(.t1f the surtax should
ity, Humplirey began as the nom.tey began his campaign with a
for
peace"
without
jeopardizing
the
be continuecf as· revenue for develmarked inability to focus on the esinee of a fr:;~.gmehted party that
safety of American fighting men.
opment -of urban ghettos.
sential issues, only recently have
seemed to be :fiounde1•ing. He eJr..erHumphrey flailed away at Nixon
On the :registration ·of firearms,
his positions become clear.
·
ged as. a scapegoat from the Chicadaily,
charging
that
the
return
of
Humphrey
stated, "If the states do
Throughout September, B)lmJ?h,;
go Convention and leader of a· dinot act promptly to pass registrarey was making an averag~of pirte. . · vid~d party with an empty treas- ,. the GOP to the White House would
mean more recession$ .a·nd a weak-, ' tion and licensing laws, then Conspeeches a day. ArrangE!ttiEmt~
ury.
..
ened
economy. withqqt compassion : \ gress should do so."
were sketchy and his smii.U crowda
He appointed Lawrence O'Brien
for the less privileged.
>>..·
·• ...'\· \If
elected, Humphrey would inusually hostile. Humph:re'y caw~
as campaign manager to do a crash
\
·,: \
The Vice President\ also accused· : '·;:aum,trate a "Marshaii Plan for the
paigned with the despe't&tion·of an
job of building a campaign organiNixon of generalities and tried to<· \cjtie~," It would be financed under
zation. O'Brien managed President
underdog. His remark$ ,·iJ.ppea~ed
Kennedy's campaign and bad been
occasionally to be yaitfe,and inconbuild an issue on Nixon.lsun.wlllihg- ,., 'a.\Nafional Development Bank and
nesf;l to engage in nation~Ldebi:\tes
wo'Q,ld'1Jnvolve· the investment of
working for Robert Kennedy.
sistent. This caused asco:nceftl'~peon
television.
·
··
·
,
.
·.<
•
,\bilUons\of
dollars each year. This
ther Humphrey mjght laelc tl).e'sj.tfMoney Flowed
ficient internal disefpl:i:ne .· Jo ! :be
lu' ~the campaign progressed,
Humphrey is in favor o:f:.:the Nu~ '·is lp·. ditect opposition to Nixon's
1
1
·, · ' ' .·•• ,
;; ·.'
' inoney started flowing into DemoPresident.
clear Non-Proliferation' ±~:13 aty; anl;l, ~?IicY; of relying on. business inNegotin;tj,()ns,
1:.
..~r~tic . Headquarters. Humvhrey
stated. that it should be pas!led- im~ . v~sttn~n~ and expansiOn to develop
In Philadelphia;•. m.nnvhrey ~aid,. · drew larger crowds and fewer heckm.ediately contrary to Nixon1s'po~'' g~~~p1 ;ateas.
"! would think thAt .-n~gotil:1-tions' or·
lel'li!, hec~eemed more .relaxed,. and
sition of "wait and see;1' :_ .. · .. ·. ... · . • . ,· ; _ ;i ppndorses Increase
no negotiationS, ~e '<!oulQ sta:JI;.to F~c"made fewer regrettable errors,
Until Peace ·.
·.. _··. 'Humphrey also endorses a 50
Democratic defectors drifted back
remove the American · force; in ·
"Until permanent peace in · the ··•·1Jer ceht increase in social security
early 1969, or late ~96&:•/ _, <~' 1,
to the party, although many were
Midle East is achieved, and the
benefits and government regulation
President Johnson sharply criti- / y.rithout enthusi~sm. Sen Eugene
arms race ended/' said Humphrey, .· o:t;the economy to avoid inflationary
eized Humphrey's statement .ihe ~ McCarthy gave hxs belated endorse"continued U.S. military aid to Isspiral. ·
next day in a fist pounding speech
ment only a week before the Nov.
rael, including supersonic planes
On the draft issue, Humvhrey
before the New Orleans American
5 election.
such as phantom jets, is justified.''
said that 19 year olds should be
Legion. "No man can predict'' when
Meanwhile, Humphrey had edged
said
the
rioting
in
American
selected
by a random lottery.
toward a more dovelike stand on
American forces will ·he brought
On Jaw and order, Humphrey
At the present time Humphrey is
home, Johnson said. :.
Viet Nam. He issued a statement
leading in Michigan, Minnesota,
cities must stop. Federal, state, and
that he would stop the bombing if
In Houston, Humph).~Y waved a
local
agencies
must
be
organized
in
and Missouri, whereas Nixon can
the government of North Viet Nall1
local newspaper that reported a
a massive effort to stop the drug- '·claim control of as many as 278
Marine regiment was returning
were to indicate a desire for peace.
traffic in this country/' He also
electoral votes. The Democratic
He also stated that members of the
from Viet Nam. He jnsjsted the
uwe
should
take
a
hard
look
Party
has never been in worse
stated,
,..!.'tory proved his point: '{Jnfortun.National Liberation Front (Viet
at the effect of televisiort on our
shape since 1952.
ately, the Vice Presiden~ had read
Cong) should be allowed to particichildren."
With a week left Humvhrey has
the first half of the story. Followpate in future South Vietnamese
Humphrey views crfme as hasica long way to go if as he says he'll
ing paragraphs explained that the
elections. Humphrey also promised
catch Nixon. But with his new
ally a social problem. The solution
troop movement was a rofit:ine r{):- . that if elected h: would review aU
is
not
a
matter
of
a
higher
con"Give 'em Hell" style his position
tation and not a reduction asoHu:tnother U.~. commitments.
is improving.
viction rate, he said, but rather
phrey thought. .
.,
Re8umption of Bombing
providing greater material assistln the words of Edmund Muskie,
1'1 say things 'sometimes that I,.
Humphrey's !ltatem.ent that he
ance to the police and the courts.
"If we lose, I'll still be the Demowish I hadn't said. But that's~just : would resume the bombing if the
If elected, Humphrey woUld kill
cratic Senator from Maine."
me," Humphrey commented. ' :
· North Vietnani.ese ··showed bad
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Lobo Merit Badge

Nominat\ons for Lobo J.iel'it Awards
should be submitted to the campus editor
no later than Wednesday of the week it is
to J;>e U!Oed. Please include Ulustration of
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ENDORSES CANDIDATE
To The Editor:
Despite major disappointments
in our respective political parties
this year, there are still some
rather exceptional candidates on
tha ballot.
I am writing to ask your support for one of these men-Hamilton Rogers, the Republican candidate for State Corporation Commissioner.
During his two terms as a New
Mexico State Representative,
''Ham" Rogers has demonstrated
his courage and integrity on numerous occasions.
For example, in January 1967,
Mr. Roge~·s introduced the ml!morial resolution eal!ing for free
and open congressional discussion
of U.S. involvement in Viet Nam.
A year later, he voted against
the motion to censure the University of New Mexico for its
speaker policy, at a time when

·,;/;!

only five other Representatives
had the courage to vote with him.
He has repeatedly supported
measures for the public p;ood as
he sees it, without regard to
whether or not his actions would
furthm· th<:> political career of
Hamilton Rogers - a 1•are quality
in political figures today.
I earnestly solicit your vote
and influence fo1· Hamilton Rogers
(Republican) for State Corporation Commissioner on November

5th.

Rod

Dri'(~!:

Famous Author
Speaks Saturday
Leslie Fiedler, nationally known
American author, will speak in
the Kiva at 8 p.m., Saturday.
Fiedler'a topic was not announced
but _his English department spon~
sors promised his remarks would
be "hlghly intere~ting."

Presents

ANight With The Ghost
:

:

'

Th

.
Lobo Photo by Grant Harvey
efLthobo
Fodrestg~t"
Merit
Badge
is
being
awarded
to
the
Master
Planner
who
initiated the construe•
t Jon o
e new ,?rmJtory between Santa Ana and Santa Clata halls.
Winner of th«: Name the New ~rm'' tagged the new hall Santa Empty. With at least 120 vacancies in
,PNM dorms th1s fall T~e Lob_o thmks that the name Santa Empty is very appropriate. Next fall when
openeds. thSanUNtaEMmpty _JUst m1ght be. (For those unfamiliar with the Master Planner, he is the one who
dltes1gn
e
parkmg Jot system.)

Dine & Dance In A Real Ghost Town

"

Dinner Served 5-9

P.M.

Dancing 9-1 A.M. Friday & Saturday
Loc:ated 41 mi. North of Alb. On Highway 10 Madrid, N.M.

llir~iilml:lllr.1!11!1ITillllillllllilllll!i!l~m:mnmr.mmnnmmrn:munmmnmntJI!Uiillimmnnn:tllllllmJ:unnmmnmmmrunumunum:liilmlllm!llu!llllnmummuml!mmnmmulfilmllilliiiiHIIIIIIilmll!lllllttlmlumnmmnurnnmunnmlmmnm

Editorial

Patience Is Needed Now

Humphreylv:•~ix~n, Campaigns ,Nearing Finish

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) 7- The r11;4e to- group of third party regulars generally backin~ >of defeati~g Nixon on his home ground. But there
· •· ; i /litre no sigils_that he's doing the same for Humphward the White House that starte~;~ith thE!.f)itter Humphrey finished a poor third.
cold of the New Hampshire primacy last 1\.f&i-ch is
Reagan Loses t<t:Nixon .t , ..· , . ·ray.
drawing to a close in the glitter o:f.l~~nni;,UApreNixon didn't enter the GOP' primary,. GoV: RonDuring one t:dp to the state, Humphrey used
dictable California.
';.~1·:;,;\\J
~,\
ald Reagan.ran uno~pose~·, ~eca~e.a.can~ipate f?r Nixon's de~eat f~~ F1xe ~overnorship ~ one ~eaAnd like a saga of the Old West, the~~~6~:pr~~~;- it the Repu!Jl.l~~l1 preszdent~af nomi.~~t10n and lost at pon. He sai9 ·. t~~ .at~~e's· v?ters .had g1ven NlXo;n
den tial campaigns of Democrat Hubert B:>Humpb~.: ', t~e GOP national co~yentiOnto ~l~l;lil: .
,.
one long VileatzQ.tr by; denymg hint the governor s
rey and Republican Richard M. Nixon reaeh.th~~'.:},~.W!tl! .· ~lt:~. baekground; the .;~aWtf 8.5 ~illion chaif 'at)~· .~d~~d: " ... the same California that
end of the trail on the shores of the Pacific. Then.· ,: ~e&istered \i'oter.S--:-fout -out o;t ~ey~m of them Demo.: , .didn't w.ap.t,Nixon in the state house doesn't want
it was gold-rich. Now it's vote-rich.
·'-.~er~t~~~fl;1;;;g6 ~ithe~ 'W&r~' Tnh:d ~artt eap?iL, hilhitr,th~ )Vhite ~ouse." ..
.
B1g 1~ Cah~orn!a
. • .
Both candidates plan to spend the final days of/da~ .a~,org~;JIV~}Ia~e~.'Y~?~e orgawzatw~ Is dtV,\~-;.: •.. .':.
the campaign trying to mine the votes of the na: ed In~t}l~..sta~• JS.fi.~}5;j_(pected to get more than1 ~o • ".. ~of Herbert G. Klem, Nxxon s commumca~o~s
tion's most populous state. The winner gftu( 40 per cenJ,!>f(h7;yo·t~s;·. .
.
. '. . •. ~; <}~rector, told ne~smen a ~ouple of .days later: It'.s
electoral college votes.
///
If th,er~,y1 ~s or?l!:nlzabon, N1xon 1/J 1rt ,the ~est-, a1 matu:r of particular pnde to D!ck to ca~ry this
·f
b.
. . . . .·
. ~. / ,.fN' ....· 1 , shape. filE¥ p~mpaign,i~ led b~ Lt. q.ov. ¥o,~~~ :W. 'state big. He's confident .he's gomg to wm (the
,~.c:tthl the~~ ~c opl:IOn cons are 5o~~~ ~lll~.S.,. ~inch Wf~'l;l!the ful,li.C9()Peratlon ~:f R,~~~';n~ r~¥(> statetbut 1,1,~- wants to win by a great number of
e o~e. u ump rey as pro:!Y,!/h?;o:lt · 9t.J~£~t~-Aif~ .beeil fP,~rting ft:orit '~tate-to·s.tate,M~(aro'!rcVr:Y~tes:•;;:;:)/'~~;0}
fight for t~e sta::e. . . . . . . "~',)(/r?:..
)~~~~9Jtli~ornia{asJ?ng.:.Jre yo~rs to1elect ,~ej>l'lblic~~s; ·_/:.~~t~~~ 1;f~¢ir final drives, }Iu!Pphrey h~ spent
J:C:)g!fffJ:~llJ;.t,he !W1ut~;,~9tt~e ~ tpe s.~~~W:l~e;1'
if ('. ..J;~np;i~~d.~Y$~}nJ the state campa1gnmg and N1xon had
. Cahforn!a Quesbonabl~ FoY~~~ .
I~ hxs .1960 b1d for the presidene;V/" ~ . ~ . _;~~;:;y~~;1;)' 1f;;', '·· l[nrY,:Ag~:Jttst ~cl~n·s~W}fon
·
s~ep.r·s~veh~ not counting a vacation he took after
Cahfornxa by 35,623votes out of nea~ly 6.5 niUh<l)'l;,t;~~.~ , ~~· as~s~bly spea~et J;~ifjf/fi'I.. Unru}l, one th~;rlatxonal convention.
. · •
cast. Then, two _Years later, he lost ~~ by 30o,o§O::;l.tf!Jt
; R~t:;I\ol~ttcal~y ~o~nt;6Pe~ocr.ats m the . One. of the paradoxes of Cahforma may exert
vote~ when he tned for t~e g~vernors?xp. . . . . "Jttj .";;1•• ~ll?~qn e.~~pa1gnmg ~~{<feg-.~slahve seats- Itself m the race for the U.S. Senate seat held for
. W.J,th. H~mph.re.Y as. h1s V1ce pres1dentu~I nomu. anif')fga.·llfst~e to·J·in
,. son a.~.'fi'ltfilstr.~tion. .
the past 16 years..by Republican liberal Thomas H.
mee, President Joh~s~n overwh.elmed Barry M.
Un~ W¥o 1~4~~~e s~)ft~legatJOn to the Dem- Kuchel, W:ho lost xn the June primary.
~oldwat:E:t- by 1.3 nulhon votes xn 1964. But the ocratxc pat~fna~~1~. .~.~~n~§H, tinally gave a full enRepuh!1can ~a:x: Rafferty, the :man who. beat
Vlce president has nevel"' been on the ballot alone. dorseme'?t • o ~ ..::mRllrW only two weeks bE!:fore Kuchel,. IS JagJsing in the public opinion polls far
The late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy of New York the election.
,j\'t
back o£ Democrat Alan Cranston, a Viet N~m
won the JUlie Deib.ocratie primary in a contest
It was Unriilt who organized the state for John dove and a former two~terrn state controlled. The
with Sen. :Eugene J. MeC_arthy of Minnesota and a F. Kennedy in 1960-and came within a whisker state could well go for Ni:x:on-and Cranston.

and·

.i

Bofh Candidates ro\conclude in:cCaltfornia
il

welcome.

The Mineshaft Restaurant & Tavern

\\

'I

are

should be no lonl!'c• tlwn 250
words typewritten,
double:
spaced~ Na:rne, telephone number a.nd address must be included, althou!l'h name will be
withheld upon reque.!lt.
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The Lobo welcomes with the rest of the world President
Johnson's announcement of a total bombing halt in Viet
Nam. Now, we hope, meaningful peace talks can begin-as
the North Vietnamese have said they would.
We appreciate the great personal effort the President
announced he has been making over the past months, since
his withdrawal from presidential polities.
We regret that the fruit of his efforts should have been
so long in maturing-for it is but five scant days to the
presidential election, and many will be unable to avoid the
suspicion that this peace move might have no more useful~
ness than to bolster the sagging fortunes of the Democratic
party.
We regret that it has taken so long ior the President to
come to a willingness to really put the North Vietnamese
word to the test with a complete bombing halt.
President Johnson, we feel, is sincerely committed to
ending the war. What terms he is now willing to accept we
can't know, but his bombing halt gives us hope for peace.
His popularity at home has fallen as his critics-including
The Lobo.-have refused to believe he was effectively working for peace. The important factor here, we believe, is that
while he was mistrustful of North Viet Nam and refused to
believe they would respond to a bombing halt, so his critics
-including The Lobo-have been unable to believe in him.
We submit that not one of the parties involved-Johnsort,
the Vietnamese, or the American public-has had very much
reason to trust any of the others.
It is for this reason that The Lobo does not expect-although we cherish the hope-that the North Vietnamese
and the NLF will respond any more quickly to the bombing
halt than we responded to their desire for <>ne. Their mistrust of the United States, the election next week, and the
abortive, seeming peace moves of the past year all :may
combine to produce in them the same skepticism that has
k-ept President Johnson from acting for so long,
We pray the American people will somehow find the patience to urtderstand this possibility, should it develop.
We hope no one will be too quick to point an accusing
:finger at North Viet Nam for "dragging its feet/' A country
so misused by our air power deserves some measure o£
understanding at this point. Neither should we allow our~
selves to he carried away with the same unrestrained optimism that followed Johnson;s announcement in March of
a "bombing halt."

THIS TIME,

VOTE LIKE YOUR
WHOLE WORLD
DEPENDED ON II
"The choice we make in 1968 will determine not only the future of America but
the future of peace and freedom of the
world for the last third of the Twentieth
Century."

RICHARD NIIJN.

William 11. Russo
Stll(e. Director

Youth For NiXon

High Noon

NIXON-AGNEW RALLY
Saturday, November 2
Highland High Gym
Visit With

GOVERNOR
SPIRO T. AGNEW
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As Presidential Race Nears Finish

Humphrey's Campaign Rises to Peak Strength
.WASHINGTON (UPI)- Hubert H. Humphrey, counted out
in September, rebounded strongly
in October. The question remains:
Was he too late with too little
for victory in November?
As the 1968 presidential campaign moves into its last days,
Humphrey is saying - privately
as well as publicly - that he has
the "momentum" to pull ahead of
Richard M. Nixon by Tuesday.
If he does, some of the credit
m'llst go to a campaign which, by
aceident, happened to be perfectly-timed.
What has happened is that
Humphrey's campaign - which
even his organizers and plannera
concede was not well organized or
planned-jelled at the right time
to let the Democratic candidate

rise to peak strength just as the
race neared the finish line.
Political strategists of both
parties agree that timing is of utmost importance in a lJresidential
c a m p a i g n. A candidate who
"peaks" too early - two or three
WCleks before the voting - may
suffer a disastrous erosion of sup·
port. Richard M. Nixon believes
that peaking too early cost him
the 1960 election.
Humphrey's s t ron g stretch
drive has compensated for the
bitter disappointments and discouragements he suffered in the
early weeks of the campaign, He's
pretty happy about the way
things have worked out for him.
"It's Working Out"
"Quite candidly," he said re-

cently, "even though I surely
didn't enjoy some of those bad
moments early in the campaign, I
would say that it is working out
on a time basis just right."
The momenta he did not enjoy
during his nine-week ordeal came
early and started disappearing

@ltJWtfuu(t~
Come in and select your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cords in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
N~

gether again. In Texas, Humphrey managed to bring togethe~: on
the same platform those bitter
antagonists, Gov. John Connally
and Sen. Ralph Yarborough. In
Calif<Jrnia, assembly speaker Jesse Unruh, who snubbed him on
th efirst trip, spoke for him on his
return.

THUNDERBIRD

q~amtL

3501 lomas

sometime in mid-October, They
included small and often apathetic
crowds; large and often very hostile groups of hecklers; state
Democratic leaders who vanished
when he arrived; and no money,
T h e party organization, a
shambles after the caucous Chicago convention, slowly came to-

255-4989

Placitas
Presenfr.

KELL ROBERTSON
Folk- country- blues
EVERY SATURDAY
TUESDAY SPECIAL: 6-8 P.M. ONLY
~ Gallon Draft Beer 65¢
You Must be 21 or over: We Check ID

Muskie' s Quiet Style
Appeals t:o Americans
In 22 years of public life, Edmund S. Muskie has won the admiration of many people in his
home state of Maine and in the
nation's capital. But he was virtually unknown to most Americans when Hubert H. Humphrey
chose him as his vice presidential
4•unning mate.
The campaign, in which he
traveled thousands of miles and
made uncounted speeches, made
Muskie much more familiar to the
public at large. If he didn't get as
many front-page headlines as his
outspoken GOP opposite, Spiro T.
Agnew, that was all right with
Muskie. He has always been a
quiet, low-key kind of man. ·
Muskie wall born March 28,
1914, at Rumford, Maine. After
graduation from Rumford High
School, he attended Bates College,
from which he got an A.B. degree
\cum laude) in 1936. He went on
to Cornell, taking his law degree
there in 1939.
.
Navy Lieutenant
After he had put in a brief
stint as a practicing attorney,
World War II interrupted his career. He joined the Navy in 1942,
served throughout the war, and
was discharged in 1945 as a lieutenant junior grade.
The following year, Muskie ran
for the Maine legislature and was

I
I

I
~

elected. After four years in the
legislature he became Maine director of the office of lJrice stabilization in 1951.
In 1952, he was named Democratic national committeeman for
Maine, and two years later was
elected governor.
Winning Democrat
That election brought Muskie
to the attention of national Democratic political leaders, if not the
general public. He was the first
Demoerat in 20 years - and the
first Roman Catholic in historyto win the governorship of traditionally Republican, predominantly Protestant Maine.
After twa terms as governor,
Muakie ran for the U.S. Senate in
1958 and won handily. He was re-

elected to the senate in 1964, for a
term running until 1970.
During his 10 years of .senate
service, Muskie has earned a reputation as a capable and conscientious legislative craftsman who
takes a special interest in problems of pollution, urban affairs
and :federal-state relations. He
also is known on capital hill as a
loyal party man, and a strong
liberal.
Muskie and his ;vife Jane have
five children, ranging in age
from 7 to 19.

Grant Wood

Daughters of Revolution

Now, about your ads in the Lobo, Mr. Beauchamp

~umpC(§~
J E VV E L E R S
6609 Menaul Bhid. N.E.

(Coronado Center is across l\lenual :from us)

,.
I·

i

MIRAGE
,!

and
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Rejoice I

A PROCRASTINATORS REPRIEVE

(.

has been granted to all those people who
"didn't get around to" having their pic~
tures taken.
Wed. Nov. 6 in the SUB is it.
(This offer will not be repeated.)

268-4480
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Voters See Two Different l-lumphreys
By ANNE O'BRIEN
Observers believe the last four phrey had collected over the years
Staff Writer
yeaurs have not enhaneed Hum- from party members.
One source, Paul R. Wieck,
Lachrymose and optimism are phrey's image, especially to young
two conflicting terms oftlln used people who, for the most part, Washington Bureau Chief for the
to describe Hubert Horatio Hum- only know him and judge hlm on Albuquerque Journal, does not believe that Johnson has given much
phrey, Democratic nominee for his vice presidential years.
Pre!lident in 1968.
"His early reputation as a sec- real support to Humphrey. He
Just as conflicting terms des- tional, dogmatic, abrasively self- said, "I have no indication whatcribe him, the American elector- righteous radical evaporated a soever that Johnson is giving anyate, depending on what age group long Ume ago, to be replaced by
one belongs to, see two different an equally detrimental image as
SOUTHWEST
Humphreys'.
the uncritil:al apologist for an
Americans over 30 may see unpopular Administration."
·
PHOTO
Humphrey as a driving, liberal . Mter Johnson announced March
NC•
reformer, politician, and an emo- 31 that he would not seek reelectional man. The younger g!lnera- tion, Humphrey became the heir
Pick-up & Delivery
tion sees him as a fighting op- to the Presidency. Support eame
410 Harv<ml S.E.
247-4203
timist.
years have not enhanced HumHe was born May 27, 1911, in
Wallace, South Dakota, and became a liscensed pharmacist after
RENT A Tux FROM
Minneapolis Mayor
The alder generation first saw
Humphrey in 1943 rnn unsuccessMISTER TUX
fully for mayor of Minneapolis.
He ran again in 1945 and became
2 Locations To
mayor at the age of 34. He earnServe You
ed a reputation :for being tough
and aggressive because he bat3003 Central N.E.
tled against crime and corruption
in Minneapolis.
(Near the Triangle)
In 1948, while still mayor of
Minneapolis, Humphrey became a
2109 San Mateo N.E.
national figure when he lead a
successful :fight for a stronger
Civil Rights plank in the party's
platform at the Democratic Convention. This action caused the
third party, Dixiecrats, headed by
Strom Thurmond, to walk out.
Minnesota Democ~:at t& Senate
Humphrey ran for the Senate in
1948 on the Democratic FarmLahol' ticket. He was the first
Minnesota Democrat to become
popularly elected to senate "flailing with an instant sword at all
the accumulated evils of mankind."
As a senator, Humphrey was
considered very liberal for his
time. In 1949 he introduced a
health program that was a forerunner of today's Medicare. He
was responsible for much civil
rights legislation and conceived of
organizations similar to the present day Peace Corps and .Tob
Corps.
First Nominated for President
In 1952, Humphrey was first
nominated :for President. He was
nominated as a "favorite son"
from Minnesota, but withdrew after the :fh-st ballot.
He was re-elected to the Senate
in l91i4.
1n 1955, Humphrey broke precedent and declared himself a candidate for Vice President when
Adlai Stevenson threw the decision to the floor of the convention. Humphrey came out a poor
third behind John Kennedy and
Estes Kefauver, who won the
nomination.
1960 was his first serious try
at the Presidential nomination.
He ran against Kennedy in the
West Virginia primary, but was
so badly defeated that he withdrew from the race.
He cried openly after both defeats in 1956 and 1960.
If you are under 3(} your image
of Humphrey is probably not that
o:f the liberal reformer of the late
forties and early fifties. The picture may be "only as Lyndon
Johnson's Vice President and pup• Supply communication/navigation equipment for more
pet."
When he accepted Johnson's ofthan 75% of the world's commercial airliners.
fer to become his Viee President
• Provide voice communication systems for all U. S.
in 1964, Humphrey "had hoped
space flights.
for-and been lead to believe he
would win-over-all supervision
• Rank as the largest independent producer of microof the administration's social prowave systems.
grams. He ended instead, ;vith a
handful of largely honorary chair• Design and manufacture computer systems for airlines,
manships.''
railroads and many other military and industrial organizaHumphrey once said of a Vice
President's position, "It is one of
tions around the world.
the most awkward offices ever
• Serve as prime contractor on NASNs worldwide Apollo
created by the h!lnd of man."

=)

thing but lip service. Johnson is
deliberately draining. the resources off to his library" even though
the Humphrey campaign "has
been virtually penniless for
weeks.''
Lachnymose and Optimism
Regardless of what the polls or
individuals are f)aying about him,

the lachrymose (he cried when he
received the presidential nomination) and ()ptimisim of Hubert
Horatio Humphrey is still in evideuce.
"People are coming up to me
and whisp11ring, 'I" vote for
you! " Humphrey beamed to
friends.''
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A lecherous fellow called Pops
At wooing the ladies was tops;
They'd love him to bits
When he'd buy them a Schlitz
And give them the kiss of the hops.·

SPECIAL!
15¢ Hot Dogs
Saturday & Sunday

November 2 & 3
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tracking network.
• Design and install complete earth stations for satellite
communications.
• Rank as one bf the world's leading manufacturers of
commercial broadcast equipment.
What does this mean to you? It means that college gradf,lates are finding assignments that challenge their ingenuity
in activities ranging from microminiaturization to airborne
computers.
At each of Collins' four major facilities, opportunities
exist in electrical, mechanical, and industrial engineering,
and in computer science.
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THIS COUPON IS WORTH 35¢ WITH
I HOUR OR MORE PLAYING TIME

GOLDEN CUE BILLIARDS
NEW LOCATION
4208 MENAUL
EXPIRES NOV. 15, 1968

PH. 255-0752

you're right. But not home radios for music, news,
weather and sports. Collins does .••

PICTURES
i
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Fdday, November 1,1968

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: • Product Design and Development e
Field Support Engineering • Electronics Research • Data Operation!;
• Programming and Systems Analysis • Purchasing • Accounting •
Systems Design Engineering • Manufacturing • Technical Writing •
Process Engineering • Integrated Circuitry Design • Microelectronic
Thin Film Design • Reliability Engineering • Quality Engineering
MARKETS AND PRODUCT AREAS: • Aviation Systems • Broadcast •
Specializea Military Systems • Telecommunication • Microwave
• Space Communication • Computer Systems • Amateur Radio

Collins representatives will visit more than 100 campuses
this year. Contact your College Placement Bureau for
details. Or you may send your resume, in confidence, to
Manager of Professional Employment, Collins Radio Company, Dallas, Texas 75207; Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406;
Newport Beach, California 92660; or Toronto, Ontario.
COMMUNICATION /COMPUTATION I CONTROL
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Depleted Lobos to Meet Explosive Offense

By MIKE PERRY
Sports F..ditor
ASU.UNM Preview·
There's gonna be a big firework
· display in Tempe, Ariz, Saturday
night 11nd all Lobo football fans
are welcome,
The firework display will be an
l,lXhibition of football power when
· the Arizona St11te Sun Devils take
on the depleted UNM Lobos in a
WAC game at Sun Devil stadium.
Few Lobo fans will make the
triP-and probably a fewer num.
her will turn on their radios to
hear the mauling ASU will give
the Lobos, One football prognosti.
cator predicted the Lobos to lose
by 87 points.
Kush Mnsterminds
ASU is coached by Frank Kush,
a football dyn11mo who believes
the most explosive offense is the
answer to a sticky defense. Not
that the Lobos don't have 11ny
defense, it's just that nobody has
told the Lobos or ASU.
Two of the finest running backs
in the WAC will meet head-on
when Lobo tailback David Bookcrt and fleet Sun Devil halfback
Art Malone clash. Bookert and
Malone are 1-2 in the WAC rushing race,
ASU Holds Edge
The Lobos take an 0-7 mark
into the series against a team
that holds a 12-5.1 edge in the 18
game series. In fact a New Mexico team bas not defeated an
Arizona State team since 1942
~:~nd th~:~t was a 85-7 victory in
Albuquerque. New Mell:ico's only

win c&me at Tempe in 1934 by an
18-12 score. That was before
Bookert and Malone were even
born.
The Sun Devils are 8-2 on the
saason and 1-1. in W.AC play,
They defeated Wisconsin ( 55-7),
Texa,.s - El Paso (31-1.9), and
Washington State (41-14). The
losses h11.ve been to league-leading Wyoming (27-18), and to
Oregon St11te (28-!J).
Mini-Mini Squad
Coach Rudy Feldman's roster
was reduced to the mini-mini
va1·iety a$ Gary Knowles, John
Stewart, and Fred Beatty were
left on the sideline&. Knowles and
Stewart decided last Saturday's
loss to Wyoming was reason to
celebrate and were suspended for
disciplinary re~:~sons. Beatty had
a reoccurance of an old injury and
won't be making the trip. That
leaves the UNM roster down to 33
football players and two kickers.
Because of his lack of numbers,
Feldman has h~:~d to play some of
his players both ways. Defensive
safety Ace Hendricks logged
about 50 minutes against Wyoming as he alternated at both safety and wingback.
Beitler Starting
Feldman has also been alternating his two senior quarterbacks,
Rick Beitler and Terry Stone.
Beitler has been the starter in the
past three games and is expected
to get the nod against .Arizona
State, Beitler is now second in
rushing behind Bookert with 116
yards mostly off the run-pass op-

tion offense. Beitler has 164 yards
passing while Stone has connected
on 47 of 106 attempts for 624
yards and three TDs.
Same Routine
The Lobo offense will have
Bookert at tailback, Beitler at
quarterback, Sam Scarbe:r or
Hendricks at wingback and John
Pautsch at fullback. Th«l tight
end will be sophomore · Za,ch
Thomas with Bob Fowler at th!l
split end. The interior offensive
line will have Mike Rucks 11t cen~
ter with Ron Meyer and Greg
Sargovetz at the guards and
Barry Steele and Julius Kozol at
the ta,ckles.
The defensive front five will
have Dave Harris and Dan Silver
at the ends with Don Silver and
Woody Jones at the t&ckles. Sophomore Jerry Buckner will handle
the middle guard with Scotty Oliver and an unnamed starter at
the linebackers. Th~ secondary
will h~:~ve Joe Presente and linother unnamed starter at the
corners with Hendricks and Beatty at safeties.
Walton, Hill Also OK
Not all of the ASU attack is
Malone. Halfback Larry Walton is
averaging 4.8 yards per carry
with 289 yards to his credit while
a second unit wingback J,· D. Hill
.is third in the rushing race with
119 yard!!.
Sophomore .Joe Spagnola has
taken over the signal calling
chores for ASU replacing Ed
Roseborough. Spagnola has com~

Nationally Recognized Coach
l=eatured in Wrestling Clinic
By JOHN MILOGLAV
Staii Writer

of the NCAA Wrestling Rules
Committee an d president of
NCAA's Wrestling Coaches of
America.
The UNM wrestling team is
also planning a public information clinic Friday, Nov. 22 for the
Associated Students of UNM and
the general public in preparation
for the coming wrestling season.

A na ttonal chsm:piovship 'W.t'esl:-

ling coach will be the feature
speaker at a wrestling clinic to be
held in Johnson Gym this Saturday, Nov. 2.
Dr. Harold Nichols, twice named wrestling coaeh of the ye11r at
Iowa State U. and a NCAA and
·Big Ten champion himself at the
University of Michigan, will work
in conjunction with the UNM
wrestling team and coach Ron
Jacobsen in a program covering
rules interpretations and $kills.
Public Invited
Students and the public who
would like to learn more about
high school and college 'Wrestling
are invited to the skills sessions.
Admission is free.
High school teams, co~:~ches, and
officials . from throughout New
Mexico have indicated they will
attend.
Saturday's program begins at
8:30 a.m. with opening remarks,
rules interpretations, philosophy
of wrestling and coaching, and .a
question and answer period for
coaches.
Skills Taught
At 10:30, skilla on the mat will
be. amphasized. The UNM team

--

When Ron Davis was traded
from Houston to St. Louis in midseason, he was asked how it felt
to be going from last place to first
place. Before he could answer,
according to an article in Sport
Magazine, C u r t Flood inter~
rupted:
"Oh, he's been all right since
he got over the bends. They put
him in a decompression chamber
right 11way.''

FoUl• Arizona, State University
footbaU players have been picked
:for the North squad in the annual
North-South game played at Mobile, Alabama slnce 1962. All were
starters,
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Chicken-Fish
Steak-Shrimp

Meet The Chaparrals

CHICKEN SPECIAL

Petite Mary Louise Williamson
is this week's featured Chaparral.
Mary Louise is .a junior majoring in English and minoring in
Psychology, She hails from Alamogordo, where she lived 10 years
before moving to the Dtike City.
Some of her activities and honors in Lobo Lair include: Alpha
Chi Omega Sorority, Miss Stretch
Pants, Associ11ted Women Students (AWS) judicial board. and
Engineering Queen.
Miss Williamson also holds the
honor of being first runner up to
the College of Santa Fe home-

Liver Order (Six)
French Fried or Whipped Potatoes
Rolls, Cole Slaw and Honey

$1.10

Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
Across from Campus-Central at Girard

EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE
OR PhD WHILE YOU WORK

IN @@~@ffi(fOO[L PHOENIX
Motorola offers tile student at the BS or MS lever an opportunity to a~vance his career and education concurrently.
Work and acrueve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.
THE ENGINEERING TRAINING I'RoGRIIM

~arfy.$599I Come t.est-ride. the. big.
Italian-built 250cc cycle .. , powerful 4·

Reg.u

cycle engine gets you up to 70 miles per

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering
Ch~mical E~gineeting or Physics with a B average or bette!.
While pursumg an MS or PhD degree at Arizona state Uni·
versity each trainee is placed in a rotational program coli·
ering four enginMring activities at Motorola.

gob!

w~t3liQum-s
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The New Mell:ico Hockey League students and faculty members,
opens its 1968-69 season this Sat- will play 16 games in the three
urday with a game pitting the team league, in a schedule that
University of New Mexico Lobos. extends to the second week in
against the Kirtland-S11ndia Rock- February. The other squ11ds in
ets at Iceland Arena. Game time the league are Kirtland-Sandia
is 8:00p.m.
and a city sponsored team.
The season opener promis;es to
Members of the 12 man squad
be 11 fast, hard-hitting affair. The
Lobos are counting on the defen- include: Bill G11rdner and Ron
-· Sto B-'I
N---"
sive work of Newt Fawcett and King, goa I•Ie.,;
~~;:.a ,
c:wu
Dennis Abbott to stop last year's Fawcett, Dennis Abbott, and
scoring threat Ken Newfel. F!!w- Bruce Noel at the defensive slots;
cett, a graduate student in chem- · and Buck Schreyer, Ted Larsen,
istry has played in Albuquerque Walter Reardon, Jim Barr, Mike
the last four years while Abbott Krzykowski and Steve Sumption
is a freshman from Ontario, Can- at forwards.
ada, where he has played indusThe Lobos would be tickled to
trial league hockey the past three have your support, so come out
-years.
to Iceland Arena Saturday night
This has been the :first time :in and enjoy the fastet contact sport
almost twenty yeats that the Uni- in the world.
versity has been able to supply
enough players to form a team ..
It is hoped that eventually hockey
Will become a recognized major
sport in Albuquerque, a p11rt of
hockey in the larger, more progressive cities. .
The Lobo squad, composed of
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By JOHN MOSER
Sports Writer
Jim Lister scored two TDs and
vassed for a third to lead Mossman to a 20-7 victory over Mendoza and claim the intramural
football dormitory championship
Thursday afternoon.
Mossman will play Pi Kappa
Alph11 Monday afternoon, with
the winner :facing the Independent League champion Tuesday
:for the all-school championship.
The game was high spirited to
say the least, with enthusiasm
somlltimes getting the nod over
be~er judgtnent throughout the
tilt. Several brisk arguments and
lovable bops on the head popped
up here and there on the field.
Lister and teammate R.ob Jones
dominated football activity during the day, while Mendoza's
mammoth lineman Frank Lynn, a
mixture of Al Hirt and King
Kong, won the Georgeous George
acting med1111ion for the finest
performance of the afternoon.
Lynn didn't ~:~gree with 1111 the
calls made by the officials.
Mossman rolled to its first
score midway through the first
half, with Jones hitting Lister
from eight yards out, The extra
point pass attempt fell incomplete, and the score was 6-0. The
score held at intermission.
Lister picked off a Mendoza
aerial and scampered 18 yards for
the next Mossman tally, and grabbed an extra point toss from Jones
to make the score 13-0, early in
the :final stanza.
Jones then grabbed a Lister
flip from 12 yards out for the
final Mossman score of the day,
Mendoza cracked the scoring
ice late in the game on 11 58 yard
bomb from QB Charley Long to
end D::we Keys. Long ran the
PAT :for the final point of the
game.
. Noted referee Tom Miller (who
intercepted eight passes this year
:for the Pikes) handled the game
with coolness and pure charm,
never letting the slanderous lanquage or powderpuff fisticuffs get
the best of him.
In the dorm consolation Yaqui
built up a 15-0 lead and coasted in
for a 15-12 win over Mescalero.
Converted center Ben Zuni
sparked the Yacs with a 60-yard
score on a quarterback sneak
early in the game.
Intramural director Marv "Pud"
Heffington was called upon to ref
this one and his actions on the
field absolutely defied description.

Open to 13S graduates In Electrical Engineering or Physics
W1th a B·average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an JYIBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assignments are m the marketing area.
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coming Q.ueen, a title she won
l11st year as a sophomore. The
College of Santa Fe selects its
queen from co-eds attending other
schools, and the girls from Alpha
Chi Omega chose Mary Louise to
represent them in the contest.
This year Mary is on the l'ally
committee :for the Chaparrals and
works part time for R. P. Melef>ki at the UNM Photo service in
addition to serving her second
year on the judicial board.
She enjoys singing in her sorority and water skiing during
the summer months.
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Easy 20-7 Win;
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ers with Hooker catching 19 passes for 250 yards and two touchdowns while Hill has sn11gged 16
and one TD.
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pleted 26 of 50 attempts :for 842
yards while Roseborough has hit
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Bombing Halt Announced by President
(Continued from page 1)
The session broke up with the
President and Secretary of State
Dean Rusk, both wearing broad
smiles, posing for pictures. Gen.
William C. Westmoreland, for
four years the American Commander in Viet Nam, sat with
them at the cabinet table.
The president said that he had
informed the three major candidates :for the presidency - VicePresident Hubert li. Humphrey,
Richard M. Nixon, and George C.
Wallace-of the decision. In addition, J obnson told Congressional leaders from both parties.

Reaction to the news of the
bombing halt was sharp and mixed on the UNM campus.
Dennis Anderson was happy
about it. ''It's good," be said, but
he didn't think it would last. He
called it "our only choice,"
Some were surprised to see it
come so quickly, and termed it a
major break through. Jim Hallbauer didn't think the halt would
have much effect. "I think the
North Vietnamese will think it's
only a political move for Humphrey." ·
Hallbauer said he thought Saigon would see it as "selling them

down the river.''
Several students offered the
opeinion that Nixon would be
burt by the bombing halt in his
quest·for the presidency.
Several women students !!aid
that the bombing had been stopped and sta:~:ted so many times
that it w~:~s hard to tell what he
meant about the halt.
One termed it "the mo~t sane
thing" that has happened this
year.
The majority of student!! polled
welcomed the news of decision,
but one junior woman hastened to
add, "I hope the halt won't be

Spock Speaks Against War

',

{Continued from page 1)
dents crowded into UNM's International Center for a reception
in his honor.
One mother presented him with
a well-worn copy of his famous
book "Baby and Child Care" and
asked for an autograph. A man
who identified himself as a doctor asked to shake his hand. A
group of UNM medical student!!
fcrced their way through the
crowd to talk to the doctor.
War Blackens U.S. Name
Spock said that the only thing
the Viet Nam war has achieved is
a "blackening of the name of our
country. I think we have to solve
our problems by compassion," he
said.
"I think we've hardened our
hearts, thickened our skins, and
forgotten our morality," he said.
"War is no solution."
He said that the U.S. is destroying crops and buildings and
removing citizens by the hundreds
of thousands ·from their homes.
"All of these actions are forbidden by international law," he
said.
Spock called America's young
people "the only l!ope on the ltorjzon They have the combination of courage and gumption,"
he said.
1
"In Chicago 5,000 young people
showed up/' he said referring to
the Democratic Convention there
last summer, "the young people
had a right to be there, it was
Daley who was going against law
and order."
65PerCent
Favored Daley Tactics
The most shocking thing about

Wanf Ads
FORR'ENT
APT. FOR RENT-S7J] pins utiUtleo. Good
condition. Living rm, Kitcl!cll, 1. bedrm
and bath. 242-!lOGll, 2-C:!-6107, 298-0113
or 11$! at 131
SE Apt. B, morn~FOR SALE
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best oll'a over
$375. Needs minot body work. Thl. Red·
dig Enco Station .ar:raz:; !rom llaban
lr<EpiroL

:rou-.ara

the Chicago incident was that a
public opinion poll showed that
65% of the American people
thought Daley did the right thing,
Spock said. "These people have no
idea what freedom and democracy
mean," he explained.
"This gives us some idea of the
job ahead," he said. Spock said he
felt that what happened in Chicago had an "enormous effect on
the young people of the nation.
"It aroused the mto a militance
to change conditions," he said.
Speck talked about the right of
revolution implied in the Declaration of Independence and the violence which occurred at the Boston Tea Party. "No big change
has ever happened without stirring up a big ruckus," he said.
Speaking on racial problems,
Spoclt said, "Those who are talking about law and order are the
ones who have things going their
own way.''
Doesn't Blame Blacks
"I don't blame the black people
for talking about arming themselves/' he said. The crowd ap-.
plauded when he said if the people in Albuquerque had received

the same harassment, they too
would arm themselves.
''I'm not talking about revolution or violence," he said. "I'm
one of the whites who have things
-roughly speaking-going my
own way.''
Speck said that he would vote
for Dick Gregory if he could vote.
He explained that he is now an
official citizen of the Virgin Islands. But he added, "I believe we
have to build a fourth party to
the left of the Democratic party."
HHH-Lesser of Evils
"Rubert Humphrey understands the problems of the poor
and the black better than Nixon
or Wallace," Spock said. "If you
want to vote for the lesser evil,

1966 SlJZUIO TltAlL. $225. l'lwne 2561997 after 6 p,m,
500<» INDIAN Single 1958. 500ee AJS
Single 191>6. ~t oll'er-111> n 1Iarvard
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you will always have an evil to
vote for.''
At his Sunport press conference, Spock gracefully turned
down an offer by UNM student
Alan Cooper to "crash at my pad
and stay a couple of days."
After his speech last night he
said, "This is exciting work I'm
doing." Referring to his speaking
tours, he added, "LBJ got me into
this when he indicted me."

Hours Proposal
Altered Passed
1

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
The Associated Women Students' {AWS) Executive Council
passed a proposal last night
which would abolish all hours for
sophomore, junior, and senior
women.
A WS President Louise Bazan
said the proposal now goes to the
AWS Council. If the proposal is
passed intact, it will then go to
the Dean of Women.
Freshmen hours would be mid·
night - Sunday through Thurs•
day. Freshmen women would have
to be in by 2 a.m. on Fdday and
Saturday.
Wednesday afternoon, the A WS
Council passed a propolla} that
would have abolished all hours
for second semester :freshmen,
sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
This proposal, Miss Bazan .said,
was amended to include hours for
second semester :freshmen. If
freshmen women are· 21 or over,
they will have no hours.
If the AWS Council amends the
Executive Council proposal, the
amended propo~l must go back
to the A WS Executive Council,
Miss Bazan said.

called off after the election.''
Richard M. Nixon said Thursday night he hoped the bombing
halt in Viet Nam will "bring
more progress" toward peace and
pledged his support to President
Johnson in his efforts to end the
war.
New FQreign Policy
But he said the nation needed a
new foreign policy "to see that
America is not involved in another Viet Nam."
George Wallace, third party
candidate, refuaed to comment on
Johnson's announcement.
The turning point that lead to
Johnson's announcement, according to U.S. officials, was acceptance by the government of South
VietNam Thursday afternoon of
the U.S. proposals.
The President said there were
"many difficult and critically important issues" still facing negotiators in Paris, But "we know

that negotiations can move swiftly if the common intent of the negotiators is peace in the world,"
he said.
Johnson llaid the "overriding
consideration that governs us at
this hour is the chance and the
opportunity that we might have
to save human lives, save human
lives on both sides of the conflict.
Therefore, I have concluded that
we should see if they {Banoi) are
acting in good faith.
"We could be mislead-and we
are prepared for such a contingency. We pray to God it does not
occur.. '-'
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WINNER OF ACADEMY
AWARDS INClUDING
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By GAY COOK
Staff Writer

Throughout his campaign, }~~iiXQQ,Jlas indicated the c1·eation of a National Computer Job Bank.
that the nation is facing
Computers ·
be located in areas of high uncrisis. Stressing the
both urban and rural, and would be
get, Nixon said,
with data on avaHable jobs and job

The feature on nair on page
four of yesterday's Lobo was
written by Bob Cummings and
was reprinted with permission
from The Georgia Straight, Vancouver, British Columbia.
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while the
l>J.,.. •.,.••'r."'''"' by~\iltting spending "one
pr1Gc~ltl.l11gec~·is education." He
control of the

Rallies
/,Ni,Kc1n's strategy for dealing with
called for ignoring him in
areas of the country. In areas
where Wallace was strong Ni,..:;i'l:urged audiences not to "waste" their
votes on a "third party fling." He
said two out of three Americans
were opposed to the present administration and the only way it could
continue in office would be for the
opposition to split its vote.
Nixon Ignores Wallace
Nixon was ready to launch a more
direct assault on Wallace if po1ls had
showed the former Alabama Governor gaining. But when the polls
indicated that Wallace had peaked
and was even losing ground, he
stuck with his original strategy.
The debate issue offered a chOK.te
of where to take the least damage.
Nixon's publicly stated ground for
refusal to debate was that congress
had not passed the necessary legis~
lation.
Privately, Nixon aides said they
were following the old political adage, "never build up your opponent
when you're ahead.'' They conceded
that refusal to debate hurt them, but
not as much, they felt, as it might
have hurt had Nixon taken on Humphrey before a national audience.
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Nixon's w.,i'il
Stamped boldly
blueprint was the
To be sure, Nixon
Democrat Hubert H. Hurnt:fhr•9~!ttltl-~*oulil11& ·bacldnJ;r,.,J:IutJopllr.e;y:.~b!l;.
deplore the record o£ the Jolms'l>:n1:-'-IJR:e;
Humphrey "Administration. But
single most impOl·tant theme was
positive assertion that o:f the t-h,•olli
major candidates-Nixon,
rey and George C. Wallace---only
Nixon could restore domestic peace
big
to this troubled land and reunite his nee,
people.
demonstrations that plagued Hum-

Nixon throughout the
~Jnp.aJg;n were Wallace's third party
candidacy and Humphrey's challenge
to debate before a national television
audience.
''
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